
Name: Xavier "XJ-Frost" Leonwolfe 

Age: 29 

Height: 5' 8" (177 cm) 

Weight: 201 lbs. (91.2 kg) 

Desired Pose/Mood: Respect, serious, funny, humble. 

 

Fighting gear: 

Navy and light gray boxing gloves or Navy and light gray MMA kickboxing gloves. Navy 

short with light gray lines. Navy and light gray boxing boots or navy and light gray ankle 

sleeves (barefooted) 

 

Marking/Tattoos for the gear: 

1) Light gray frost snowflakes on the upper gloves and a sky blue word “XJ” on the 

upper wrist. 

2) Light gray frost snowflakes on the medial side of the boots or ankle sleeves. And a 

sky blue word “FROST” on the lateral side on the boots or ankle sleeves. 

3) A sky blue word “XAVIER” on the center of the waist. Sky blue word “FROST” on 

the left and right side of the pant. And logo of wolf and lion on the pants. The lion 

logo on the left anterior of his short. The wolf logo on the right anterior of his shorts. 

 

 

Skin color: 

1. Dark blue (Navy): Manes, outer ears, chest hair, ending tail. 

2. Ice blue: Body, face, tail, arms, and legs. 

3. Black: Eyes, nose, lip, whiskers, finger claws, toe claws, freckles, eyebrows, and 

footpads (Note: It depends on his owner if he wants it with pads on his OC’s feet). 

4. Light Gray: Body spots (chest, stomach, and genital), and inner ears. 

 



Physic Appearance (From BEASTARS Characters): 

A) The head of a lion. (Ibuki). 

B) The beard of a lion. (Ibuki). 

C) The ponytail mane of a lion (Dope). 

D) The face of a lion (Agata).  

E) The eyes of a lion (Agata). 

F) The freckles on his cheeks of a lion (Agata). 

G) The whiskers of a lion (Shishigumi). 

H) The ears of a wolf (Legoshi). 

I) The body of a wolf (Legoshi). 

J) The chest hair of a lion (Ibuki). 

K) The tail of a wolf with withers from the tip of its tail to look like a lion. 

L) The muscles of a lion (Ibuki). 

M) The limbs of a wolf (Legoshi). 

N) The claws of a wolf. (Legoshi). 

O) The hands (5 fingers) and feet (5 toes) of a lion (Ibuki). (Note: It depends on his owner if 

he wants it with pads on his OC’s feet) 

 

Is there anything else we should know?  

He's a Wolf-Lion hybrid, he loves to dress casual and elegant clothes, he loves cold weather. 

He loves health science, he obtains two college degrees (Associate degree of Radiologic 

Technology and bachelor's degree of CT scan and MRI), and he is a proud Boricua Wolf-

Lion And is doing this for his mother and father. Especially female friend who helps him to 

move along and never gives up on his dream. He always loves to have long manes to have a 

ponytail like Dope from Beastars. 

 

His story is about to help anyone who feels sorrow, having a bad time, and trying his best 

to save everyone's dream or career. Despite his studies in only health technology, it feels 

like he wants to help everyone. Not just the sickness or pathology, but also emotionally. He 

had the same experience to everyone that it feels vulnerable and lonely. Even though he's a 

hybrid and he's autism, everyone thinks that he was a freak before. But with the help of his 

families and true friends, he stands up and continue his duty to save everyone's wishes, 

and their career. 

 



OC’s Art Reference: 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 


